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Electroweak symmetry breaking: why do we need the
Higgs?

Weak bosons massive, but mass terms breaks explicitely
gauge symmetry:

how to produce weak bosons masses without spoiling
gauge invariance?

Need something which looks like a scalar field to stabilize the
theory. Example:

σWWscattering ∝ s2 without a scalar field. Stabilized with a scalar
field which looks like the Higgs field

(Llewellyn Smith, Phys. Lett. 46B, 2 (1973) ; Cornwall et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 30 1268 (1973))

Simplest solution is a complex scalar field which sponteanously breaks the
SM SU(3)× SU(2)× U(1) : the Brout-Englert-Higgs-Kibble field
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Higgs couplings

After EWSB: Higgs boson couples to fermions and gauge bosons:

gH! =
Mf

v
! ("ı)

gHVV = 2
2M2

V

v
! (ıgµ!)

gHHVV =
2M2

V

v2
!

gHHH =
3M2

H

v
! ("ı)

gHHHH =
3M2

H

v2

Hff ∝ mf : Higgs couples mostly to top and bottom quarks in fermion loops

ggH and γγH couplings occur at one-loop level
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Theoretical bounds on Higgs mass

Unitarity and perturbativity constraint: if unitarity required above Fermi
energy:

M2
H

8πv 2
≤ 1

2
⇒ MH . 870 GeV in WW scattering

Other processes + loops: MH . 710 GeV

Similar bound required by perturbativity of λ coupling

Triviality constraint: running λ coupling must remain finite ⇒ define a
range where SM is valid

If new physics at the TeV scale, RGE impose MH . 700 GeV

If SM valid up to GUT scale, MH . 200 GeV

Stability constraint: Higgs potential bounded from below even with
quantum corrections ⇒ λ(Q) > 0

Impose MH & 50 GeV if new physics at TeV scale

MH & 130 GeV if SM valid up to GUT scale
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Theoretical bounds on Higgs mass

All theoretical constraints put SM Higgs mass in the range
50 GeV . MH . 700 GeV

if new physics arises at ∼ 1 TeV.

Range 130 GeV . MH . 180 GeV required
if SM valid up to the Planck scale.
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Direct searches at LEP and Tevatron

Direct LEP2 searches (
√

s = 209 GeV)

using e+e− → Z∗ → ZH production

channel followed by H → bb̄, τ+τ−:

MH > 114.4 GeV at 95% CL in SM
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CLs = 0.05 is the 95% CL lower bound of the

signal+background over background hypothesis

(LEPHWG, Phys. Lett. B 565, 61-75 (2003))
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Direct searches at LEP and Tevatron

Tevatron II: 2009 95% CL exclusion band updated in July 2010 to
158− 175 GeV Higgs mass range

(arXiv:1007.4587v1 [hep-ex])
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This bound is still debated in (J.B. and A. Djouadi, JHEP 1010:064 (2010))
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Precision measurements

Combining all precision data: MZ , ΓZ , MW , ΓW ,
sin θW , ∆αS(MZ ), σν−N(DIS), etc...:

MH = 87+35
−26 GeV, MH < 157 GeV

(95 % CL best fit)

Including direct searches, Mmax
H < 186 GeV
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(arXiv:0911.2604 [hep-ex] (2009))
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Higgs cross sections at hadron colliders

gg ! H qq̄ ! VH V = W,Z

VBF pp̄ ! tt̄H

gluon–gluon fusion and Higgs–strahlung known at NNLO in QCD

tt̄H known at NLO only

VBF pushed partly to NNLO in 2010

(Bolzoni, Maltoni, Moch, Zaro; arXiv:1003.4451)
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Higgs decay and its interesting channels

Main discovery channels at Tevatron:

1 H → bb̄: dominant decay in the low
Higgs mass range, use with b–tagging

2 H →W ∗W ∗: most interesting
channel for high Higgs mass range
with leptons decay from W ∗s ; bb̄
dominant but plagued with huge QCD
backgrounds

3 H → γγ, H → ``: BR too small &

production cross sections too small to
be useful at Tevatron (w.r.t.
luminosity
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Higgs decay and its interesting channels

Main discovery channels at LHC:
Nearly all channels contribute on the entire
Higgs mass range. Main channels:

1 H → γγ: cleanest channel for low
Higgs mass . 135 GeV with
gluon–gluon fusion or VH production
(and VBF with high luminosity)

2 H → ZZ : second dominant channel
for MH & 180 GeV; golden channel
with its associated H →WW through
gg fusion production; ZZ and WW
backgrounds needed to be known
quite precisely

3 H → ττ : promising for
MH ∼ 120− 140 GeV after VBF
production
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Higgs production at the Tevatron

MH & 150 GeV, gg → H channel
Exact at NLO QCDa, KNLO ∼ 2
Infinite top mass at NNLO QCDb,
KNNLO ∼ 3
Exact NLO EW correctionsc ,
Effective NNLO mixed QCD-EWd :
' ± a few %

MH . 150 GeV, pp̄ → HV channel
Exact at NNLO QCDe , KNNLO ∼ 1.5

Exact NLO EW correctionsf ' −5%

pp̄!tt̄H

qq̄!Z H

qq̄!WH

qq!qqH

gg!H mt = 173.1 GeV
MSTW2008

"
s = 1.96 TeV

!(pp̄ ! H + X) [pb]
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Figure 1: The total cross sections for Higgs production at the Tevatron as a function of the Higgs
mass. The MSTW set of PDFs has been used and the higher order corrections are included as
discussed in the text.

In the case of the gg ! H process, our results for the total cross sections are appro-

ximately 15% lower than those given in Refs. [5, 18]. For instance, for MH = 160 GeV, we

obtain with our procedure a total pp̄ ! H + X cross section of !tot = 374 fb, compared to

the value !tot = 439 fb quoted in Ref. [5, 18]. The di!erence is mainly due to the fact that we

are working in the NNLO approximation in QCD rather than in the NNLL approximation.

As already, mentioned and in accord with Ref. [19], we believe that only the NNLO result

should be considered as the production cross sections that are used experimentally include

only NNLO e!ects (not to mention the fact that the K–factors for the cross sections

with cuts are significantly smaller than the K–factors a!ecting the total inclusive cross

section, as will be discussed in the next section). A small di!erence comes also from the

di!erent treatment of the electroweak radiative corrections (partial factorisation plus mixed

QCD–electroweak contributions in our case versus complete factorisation in Ref. [18]) and

another one percent discrepancy can be attributed to the numerical uncertainties in the

various integrations of the partonic sections5.

We should also note that for the Higgs mass value MH = 160 GeV, we obtain K # 2.15

5We have explicitly verified, using the program HRESUM [47] which led to the results of Ref. [18], that

our NNLO cross section is in excellent agreement with those available in the literature. In particular,

for MH = 160 GeV and scales µR = µF = MH , one obtains !NNLO = 380 fb with HRESUM compared to

!NNLO = 374 fb in our case; the 1.5% discrepancy being due to the di!erent treatment of the electroweak

corrections and the integration errors. Furthermore, setting the renormalisation and factorisation scales to

µR = µF = 1
2
MH , we find !NNLO = 427 fb which is in excellent agreement with the value !NNLO = 434 fb

– 8 –

aDawson (EFT, 1991), Djouadi, Spira & Zerwas (EFT, 1991); Spira, Djouadi, Graudenz, Zerwas (1995)
b Harlander & Kilgore (2002), Anastasiou & Melnikov(2002), Ravindran, Smith & V. d. Neerven (2003)

c Djouadi & Gambino (1994), Aglietti et al. (2004), Degrassi & Maltoni (2004), Actis et al. (2008)
d Anastasiou, Boughezal, Pietriello (2009)

e Hamberg, V. d. Neerven & Matsuura (1991), Brein, Djouadi & Harlander (2004)

f Ciccolini, Dittmaier, Krämer (2003)
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Scale uncertainty

Higher orders (HO) guessed with µR , µF

variation around central µ0 = 1
2mH

mH

κ
≤ µR , µF ≤ κmH

Small HO ⇒ κ = 2 enough (ex. qq̄ → HV )

Large HO in gg → H (KHO ' 3)
guess scale domain from σNLO:
NLO band catches σNNLO

⇒ κ = 3 needed (at least) according to our
criterium
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Scale uncertainty
Higher orders (HO) guessed with µR , µF

variation around central µ0 = 1
2mH

mH

κ
≤ µR , µF ≤ κmH

Small HO ⇒ κ = 2 enough (ex. qq̄ → HV )

Large HO in gg → H (KHO ' 3)
guess scale domain from σNLO:
NLO band catches σNNLO

⇒ κ = 3 needed (at least) according to our
criterium
NNLO gg → H: ' +15%,−20% scale

variation

(good agreement with CDF/D0 jet
analysis)
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PDFs+αs uncertainties and EFT

1 PDF+∆exp+thαs:

PDFs only: ' ±8% with MSTW set, 25%
discrepency with other sets (ABKM)

Use MSTW PDF+∆expαs correlations set⇒ 14%
at 90%CL, still discrepency with ABKM

Include ∆thαNNLO
s = 0.002 with MSTW fixed-αs

central sets, reconcile both sets

αABKM
s = 0.1147± 0.0012(exp)± 0.002 (th)

consistent with N3LO analysis (hep-ph/0607200)

σNNLO
gg→H : ' 13− 15% error from PDFs

2 EFT error at NNLO: few (non-negligible) %

Missing b–loop at NNLO and (mOS,MS
b )

Error on mixed QCD–EW corrections

200150114
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Putting together all the errors

Combining the errors: quadature or linear?
Quadratic sum assumes no corelation between the

different sources of errors: too optimistic. Linear

addition: too consertative

Reasonable way: add in quadature
PDF+∆exp+thαs on min

maxσ(µ)
and eventually linearly the small EFT errors

gg → H: ∼ ±38% �∼ 20% CDF/D0
pp̄ → HV : ∼ ±10% >∼ 5% CDF/D0

pp̄ → HV much more under control
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A small interlude on Higgs BR uncertainties

Higgs decay branching ratios: also affected by various uncertainties:
αs experimental uncertainty, mb and mc errors

Experimental errors ⇒ added in quadrature to obtain the overall uncertainty

!+!!

ZZ

WW

gg

cc̄

bb̄

BR(H ! X)

MH [GeV]

200180160140120100

1

0.1

0.01

Have to be taken into account when dealing with Higgs mass 95% CL
exclusion limits
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CDF+D0 exclusion bands?

CDF& D0: excluded MH ∈ [158− 175] GeV (arXiv:1007.4587 [hep-ex])
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CDF+D0 exclusion bands?

CDF& D0: excluded MH ∈ [158− 175] GeV (arXiv:1007.4587 [hep-ex])
But with our combinaison of uncertainties:
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!bkg
±10%

!central
gg!H " 20%

!central
gg!H " 40%

needed L to recover sensitivity

ratio to current CDF median 95%CL/!SM
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1.51.41.31.21.110.90.8
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Luminosity required to recover the exclusion band is 2× the current
used: This 95% CL exclusion should therefore be reconsidered
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Gluon–gluon fusion channel
Uncertainties at the lHC
Overall uncertainty in gg → H at the lHC

Gluon–gluon fusion Higgs production at the lHC

gg → H at the lHC (LHC with 7 TeV and 1 fb−1)

Start with HIGLU (M. Spira):

Exact at NLO QCDa, KNLO ∼ 1.9

And include relevant HO corrections:

EFT at NNLO QCDb, KNNLO ∼ 2.5

(NNLL: ≈ +10% not included)c

Exact NLO EW correctionsd

+EFT NNLO mixed QCD-EWe

' a few % for both corrections.

Tevatron : KNLO∼2, KNNLO∼3

pp̄!tt̄H

qq̄!Z H

qq̄!WH

qq!qqH

gg!H MSTW2008

"
s = 7 TeV

!(pp ! H + X) [pb]

MH [GeV]
500400300200180160140115

100

10

1

0.1

0.01

aDjouadi, Spira & Zerwas (EFT, 1991); Dawson (EFT, 1991); Spira, Djouadi, Graudenz, Zerwas (exact, 1995).
b Harlander & Kilgore (2002), Anastasiou & Melnikov(2002), Ravindran, Smith & van Neerven (2003).

c Catani, de Florian, Grazzini & Nason (2003). d Actis, Passarino, Sturm& Uccirati (2008).
e Anastasiou, Boughezal, Pietriello (2009).
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Overall uncertainty in gg → H at the lHC

Scale variation and PDFs+αs uncertainties

Following the outlines of section 2

Scale variation: κ = 2 enough at lHC

MH/κ ≤ µR , µF ≤ κMH

σNNLO
gg→H : ' ±10% scale variation

PDF+∆exp+thαs:

use MSTW PDF+∆expαs correlations set

∆thαs = 0.002 with MSTW fixed-αs central sets

σNNLO
gg→H : ' ±9% error from PDFs

Error from use of EFT at NNLO: ' 5%
Missing b–loop at NNLO and (mOS,MS

b )
Error on mixed QCD–EW corrections
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Gluon–gluon fusion channel
Uncertainties at the lHC
Overall uncertainty in gg → H at the lHC

Final result with all errors combined

Combination: same exercice as at Tevatron
Final error in gg→ H: ∼ ±25%

much more under control than at Tevatron (∼ ±38% error).
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Supersymmetry, what is it?
The impact on the Higgs sector
The gg → φ channel
The bb̄ → φ channel
Combining

Why a new (super)symmetry?

Higgs mass receives quadratically divergent quantum corrections in the

SM δMH ∼ m2
t Λ2

8π
:

how to stabilize the Higgs mass without (too much) fine tuning?
Could be achieved with a new symmetry...

Grand unification: nearly achieved in the SM but not perfectly: need
something in the renormalisation group equations of the gauge couplings
to obtain a good match at Q ' 1015 GeV. Could be achieved with a new
particles content

Need to provide a dark matter candidate: a new massive neutral stable
particle?

SUSY: a symmetry between bosons and fermions. Add new fermionic
operators Qa following the (super)–algebra

[Pµ,Qa] = 0, [Qa,Qb] = 0, {Qa,Qb} = 2γµabPµ

Bosons/fermions grouped in (super)multiplet, lagrangian SUSY-invariant
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Anomalies, broken SUSY and R–parity

SUSY not exact ⇒ SUSY is broken.

Then introduce new particles (component of supermultiplets) with higher
masses than the EW scale. Anomalies cancellation between the supermultiplets
requires 2 Higgs doublets:

Welcome to the h, H CP-even scalar Higgs, the A CP-odd scalar Higgs and
the H± charged Higgs!

2 vev v1, v2, new parameter tanβ = v1
v2

For the following φ = A, H, h
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Anomalies, broken SUSY and R–parity

SUSY not exact ⇒ SUSY is broken.

Then introduce new particles (component of supermultiplets) with higher
masses than the EW scale. Anomalies cancellation between the supermultiplets
requires 2 Higgs doublets:

Welcome to the h, H CP-even scalar Higgs, the A CP-odd scalar Higgs and
the H± charged Higgs!

2 vev v1, v2, new parameter tanβ = v1
v2

For the following φ = A, H, h

R–parity: assign (-1) for new super–particles (sparticles), (+1) for standard
particles; cross sections and decay multiplicatively invariant under R–parity
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Anomalies, broken SUSY and R–parity

SUSY not exact ⇒ SUSY is broken.

Then introduce new particles (component of supermultiplets) with higher
masses than the EW scale. Anomalies cancellation between the supermultiplets
requires 2 Higgs doublets:

Welcome to the h, H CP-even scalar Higgs, the A CP-odd scalar Higgs and
the H± charged Higgs!

2 vev v1, v2, new parameter tanβ = v1
v2

For the following φ = A, H, h

The lightest sparticle χ0 stable through R–parity: (one of) the candidate(s) for

dark matter!
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MSSM gg → φ production

Repeat the same exercice as in section 2.

Focuse on the b–loop (dominant at relevant tanβ)

Calculation done at NLO only

b–mass uncertainties become important

Tevatron: ∼ +58%,−40%.
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MSSM bb̄ → φ production

b–processes powerful with high tanβ:
b–fusion comes into the game, process known at NNLO

Repeat the same guideline as in section 2, with κ = 3 and µ0 = 1
4
MH

Tevatron: ∼ +50%,−40%
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Combinaison of the two channels and with Higgs decay

A (not so easy) example of combinaison: adding the decay φ→ τ+τ− and
combining the two production channels together.

Addition of the production channel weighted according to relative importance
of each channel

mb–uncertainties between production and decay anti-correlated:
nearly vanish during the combinaison

Tevatron: ∼ +50%,−39%
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Limits on the MSSM parameter space

pp̄ → Φ→ ττ gives limits on the tanβ −MA parameter space

Theoretical uncertainties extremely important:

Observed limit
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With theoretical uncertainties, only tanβ > 45 excluded
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Summary and conclusion

Higgs production in the (MS)SM:

The Higgs mechanism is a key point in the understanding of the
electroweak symmetry breaking; Higgs boson may not exist, but
something else has to replace it

SM gluon–gluon fusion and Higgs–strahlung have been thoroughtly
studied with all uncertainties: scale, PDF, αexp+th

s , EFT

The overall ' 38% error on gg→ H cross section implies that the
Tevatron exclusion band on Higgs mass should be revisited

The LHC is THE machine where the Higgs boson is to be observed, and
the theoretical expectations are much more under control

Higgs production enhanced in the MSSM: more odds to find the elusive
particle

Theoretical uncertainties helps to restore a large part of the
tanβ −MA parameter space excluded by CDF/D0
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